2. Secure your Hover-1 Go-Kart to your self-balancing scooter using both adjustable straps with rubber.

3. Adjust both adjustable straps so that they are secured tightly around your scooter.

4. Always wear a properly fitted helmet that complies with CPSC or CE safety standards.

**WARNING**

Forehead is exposed if helmet is not worn properly. The helmet can protect you from serious injury and in some cases, even death.

Hover-1 is not liable for tickets or violations given to riders who do not follow these regulations. Always return both hands to the handle bars before stopping or turning.

5. Give pedestrians the right-of-way.

6. Ride defensively; expect the unexpected.

7. Have a satisfactory signaling device (bell, horn, etc.) to warn drivers and pedestrians of your approach.

8. Slow down at all street intersections and look to the left and right before crossing.

9. Watch for cars pulling out into traffic and for the sudden opening of car doors.

10. Always use proper hand signals for turning and stopping. Give signals 100ft before stopping or turning and always return both hands to the handle bars before stopping or turning.

11. Never use in roadways, near motor vehicles, on or near public roads.

12. This product is strictly forbidden to use on roads and highways, unless your local laws state otherwise. You must replace the damaged part before riding.

13. Hover-1 Go-Kart on public roads.

14. If you have questions or concerns about any of these steps, please feel free to contact our Customer Service Team at www.hover-1.com/troubleshoot. Someone will be in touch to walk you through these steps.

15. PRE-RIDE HOVER-1 GO-KART CHECKLIST

- Ensure that the screws on the Hover-1 Go-Kart are locked firmly before each ride.

- Replace any damaged parts before riding.

- If you have questions or concerns about any of these steps, please feel free to contact our Customer Service Team at www.hover-1.com/troubleshoot. Someone will be in touch to walk you through these steps.

16. After reviewing the pre-ride checklist, follow the steps below to begin riding your Hover-1 Go-Kart.

17. Turn on your scooter.

18. Forward. Ensure the pedal mounts are centered on the foot pedals of your scooter as much as possible.

19. Flag Holder

20. Wrench

- Be sure to check that the Max Load of your self-balancing scooter is within the specifications of your Hover-1 Go-Kart.

- Failure to do so, or failure to follow its proper calibration of the scooter.

- The Hover-1 Go-Kart must be calibrated and turned OFF prior to installing Go-Kart.